
FIELD DATA GATHERING  (FDG)

Improve autonomy 
and enhance field 
flexibility even 
greater.

Spend more time acting, less 
time collecting data.

W Energy FDG is your single-source mobile data 
capture solution that streamlines data collection, 
automates workflows, and harmonizes enterprise-
wide collaboration to help Lease Operators and 
production staff capture and digitize “everything 
critical” to keep work sites running as efficiently as 
possible.

W Energy FDG Competitive Features:

Capture anything in the field – production data, 
regulatory and compliance data

Capture and scan data and images directly from Run 
tickets & LACT tickets

Real-time data connectivity with backend system & 
work offline when you need it

Available on both iOS and Android 

Lease Operators gain back 1-2 
hours in your schedules daily. 

With W Energy  it’s like adding 15 pairs 

of additional hands to a 100-LO team.

Lease operators and field crew, 

reclaim 1-2 hours in your daily 

schedule and concentrate on what 

matters most with the ability to self-

configure and automate workflows in 

real-time with mobile data capturing.
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P R O D U C T  O V E R V I E W



Cashflow Transformed. Speed Delivered.

Business Value-Added Benefits 
include:

Industry-leading capabilities:

Field data capture made easy, with an 
intuitive and modern user experience 
that is built with a field-first approach

Lease Operators can configure each site 
in an order that reflects the reality on the 
ground. This translates to fewer errors 
and less time spent collecting data 

Save 90-120 minutes of data capture time per 
day per Lease Operator.

Limit the number of data applications you use 
overall to just one data capture tool .

Self-configure over 500 unique data workflows 
(inspections, chemical, equipment blowdown, 
compressor, artificial lift, facility reviews, Scada, 
drilling and completions and much more.)

Improve accounting and back-office efficiency 
with a highly customizable self-serve admin 
console.

Proven API integration platform that lessens IT 
data quality workload.

Integrate natively with SCADA systems, 
key production accounting, forecasting 

and ERP systems 

Data validation eliminates most errors 
before the data is even submitted. The 

result- Operators spend less time to 
capture more accurate data. 

Leading E&P Operator 
in Permian Basin
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“Maintain data accuracy and simplify daily task load with the click of a button.”

Customer

Outcomes
W Energy saved us 

90 minutes of data 
capture time per day 
per Lease Operator 
after conducting a side-by-side 
experiment to their existing 
data capture system. 




